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Across the Arctic, temperatures are warming faster than any

other location on Earth, rapidly shifting the operational

environment of an already dangerous and inhospitable region.

In the coming decades, the region is set to experience intense

change along two main trendlines: first, the major

environmental shifts that accompany our current warming

trajectory, including sea ice loss and permafrost thaw; and

second, an influx of new human activity, including resource

extraction, the development and use of new shipping lanes,

and commercial and military traffic.

These trends take place across a region witnessing increasing

defense force activities by many Arctic nations. For the past

decade, Russia has been expanding its military presence and

upgrading infrastructure along its Northern Border, while

improving the technology of its submarines, ice-breakers, and

forces to enable greater control over sea-lanes. Meanwhile,

NATO allies have conducted increasingly larger joint training

exercises in the region, with the United States refurbishing

bases and considering the creation of an Arctic brigade. China,

classifying itself a “near-Arctic nation,” has likewise exerted

its growing interest in a region it deems critical to commercial

futures, investing in polar-capable ships and icebreakers,

outlining an Arctic strategy, and detailing ambitions to build a

new “Polar Silk Road” in its 14th Five Year Plan. 

Seen together, these developments present worrying realities

for ensuring security in the region, including from the point of

view of U.S. interests and power projection. Critically, changes

in the environment and human activity are not expected to

happen gradually, but instead to cascade in unpredictable new

extremes, increasing uncertainties in a manner that makes

building resilience difficult. These developments increase the

likelihood for accidents, misunderstandings, and disasters in a

region that is already fragile and defined by growing great

power tensions. Likewise, given that major Arctic players are

nuclear powers and adversaries, and possess multiple facilities

and nuclear armaments in the region itself, the risk of growing

military tensions in the region, alongside destabilizing climate

factors, should not be taken lightly. Security actors in the

Arctic will need to navigate these icy seas with a full picture of

the rapid changes underway in order to preserve cooperation,

rather than conflict, in response to new challenges.

An oil rig in the Russian Arctic.

By Vladimir Endovitskiy
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Changing Extremes

In the coming years, Arctic

temperatures are projected to

continue their dramatic rise (Figure

2), and will contribute to the enhanced

risk of several hazards, including

wildfires, intense precipitation events,

and coastal erosion, all of which could

have dangerous implications for Arctic

communities and security actors in the

region.  Recent research suggests that

the Arctic may already be

transitioning into a new climate

regime as the region shifts away from

its predominantly frozen state, with

unprecedented changes in surface

temperatures and sea-ice extent

expected as soon as early- to mid-

century. Existing security actors will

need to rapidly adjust their planning

and presence accordingly. These high-

latitude changes have implications

that extend far beyond the Arctic,

however, as sea ice decline and overall

Arctic warming have been linked to

changing weather patterns in mid-

latitude regions like the Continental

United States, increasing the

likelihood of extreme weather events. 
                    A map of the annual mean 2020 temperature

anomaly (relative to 1951-1980 climatology) captures the

Siberian heatwave, in which parts of Russia saw

temperatures more than 6°C above average.

Figure 1: 

Climate change is not simply a macro-trend opening up the Arctic for more activity. It also encompasses

a range of environmental changes that are destabilizing the region. Each of these changing variables,

from amplified warming trends to accelerating sea ice loss, present new challenges for security actors.

Amplified Warming:                                  For the past two decades, the change in Arctic temperatures has been nearly double

that of the global average due to the phenomenon of Arctic amplification, with the strongest warming

signals occurring in the Northern Hemisphere’s autumn and winter months.  In fact, surface air

temperatures in the Arctic during the most recent Arctic meteorological year (October 2019 -

September 2020) were the second warmest on record, with the Siberian region seeing winter

temperatures 3-5°C (5.4-9°F) above average (Figure 1). 
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                          Since the 1980s, Arctic sea ice

extent decreased by 3.5%-4.1% per decade on

average.  In 2020, sea ice hit the second lowest

recorded extent.  Arctic sea ice has also seen

rapid reductions in average thickness,

volume, and age.  Older sea ice is thicker and

reflects more sunlight than young sea ice, and

much more sunlight than the ocean surface,

so as old ice disappears, more solar energy is

absorbed, leading to increased warming.

Furthermore, the loss of sea ice is threatening

ecosystems and the isolated Arctic

communities that rely on it and will have

serious implications for commercial and

security actors present in the region as ice

melt makes routes increasingly unpredictable,

unstable and prone to precipitating accidents. 

Looking forward, the Arctic region could be

ice-free during the Northern Hemisphere’s

summer as soon as ten to fifteen years from

now.  Sea ice loss has been accelerating,

meaning that even these rapid rates of change

could be underestimated.  Climate projections

indicate that in the 2021-2050 period, sea ice

will reach a minimum extent of less than

20,000 km, compared to a 1981-2010

Sea Ice Change: minimum extent of over 7 million km 

 (Figure 3)—a reduction of over 99%. 

The security implications of this have been

long known. In 2011, the National Research

Council issued a seminal study on the impacts

such rapid climate changes in the Arctic

would have on security forces and operations,

highlighting sea ice loss as a potential

destabilizing threat.  Together, diminishing

sea ice and rising temperatures are opening

up the region for increased commercial and

military activities, presenting potential issues

for navigation, communication, and

submarine and anti-submarine warfare

operations.  The United States Navy has

publicly said that melting ice will make Arctic

submarine forces more important, while

Russian ice-breakers are already equipped

with cruise missiles. The Russian nuclear-

powered cruise missile test accident that

caused an explosion and multiple deaths in

Nyonoksa in 2019 is just one example of how

increasing activity in this melting region

could lead to greater propensity of accidents

or confrontation among militaries alongside

tests and training activities.
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Warming shown as

elevation demonstrates

the disproportionate effect

of climate change on the

Arctic. Values represent

the difference between

projected 2050 (2040–

2060 average) and

historical 1900 (1880–1920

average) temperatures.

The RCP 8.5 scenario is

used because of its close

agreement with both

historical and projected

"business as usual" near-

term emissions.

Figure 2: 
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Projected climate and environmental trends will characterize a rapidly changing Arctic region

across the coming decades and will presage new security risks. Investments made today in

infrastructure, technology, and military capabilities for the Arctic region must take these changing

variables into account, building resilience to the unprecedented temperatures and rapid ice melt

that will increasingly define the coming decades.

                    Sea ice loss is accelerating, and nearly ice-free summers open new regions for exploitation. The smallest

minimum sea ice extent (left) and the largest minimum sea ice extent (right) are shown for two time periods, 1981-

2010 (light blue + dark blue), and 2021-2050 (dark blue). On the left, the minimum sea ice extent in the future is

reduced to less than 20,000 km  along the coast of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (shown in inset)—a reduction of

more than 99% from the historical minimum.

Figure 3: 

An Arctic training

exercise in Bardufoss,

Norway. By Cpl. Careaf

L. Henson for the US

Marine Corps
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Unstable Ground

Permafrost—defined as ground that has been frozen for at least two consecutive years—covers the

majority of non-glaciated land in the Arctic. As the Arctic warms, permafrost degradation (i.e.

thaw) not only threatens local security and civilian infrastructure, but also presents novel security

risks to human health and the global climate system.

Woodwell scientist standing in front

of thawing permafrost at Duvanny

Yar, northern Yakutia Russia.

                                   U.S. security technology in the Arctic region is already known to be out-of-date,

with military bases, radar stations, and national guard posts in Alaska and Greenland in need of

modernization. Permafrost degradation presents serious threats to this aging infrastructure, particularly

in Alaska, where roughly half the state is underlain by permafrost, and where foundations of military

and civilian infrastructure alike are already cracking, and will become increasingly destabilized as soon

as the coming decades.

Infrastructure Risks:

5

This threat varies geographically across the Arctic and depends on a number of factors (Figure 4). For

example, regions of ice-rich permafrost thaw are particularly susceptible to ground subsidence, which

has dangerous and costly consequences. Urban destruction and accidents involving hazardous

materials threatening human and environmental health have already occurred with the collapse of

residential, industrial, and oil and gas infrastructure built on thawing permafrost, raising concerns

about nuclear installations built on unstable, degrading permafrost as well.  Projects to refreeze

permafrost under buildings and oil and gas pipelines, or re-engineer vital transportation infrastructure

like roads and ports, are already underway. Overall, permafrost degradation in the Arctic region could

cause trillions of dollars in damage globally across the next centuries, on current trajectories.
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Thawing

permafrost

threatens to

destabilize Arctic

infrastructure in

the coming

decades. Index

represents risk

for 2040-2060

using RCP 8.5.

Figure 4: 
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                                            While permafrost thaw disrupts the built environment, it can also unleash

new threats of infectious disease from centuries ago. New research is capturing the likelihood of

permafrost degradation unearthing frozen pathogens; for example, recent outbreaks of anthrax and

release of amoeba-infecting viruses in Siberia are believed to be the result of thawing permafrost.

The release of viable microorganisms preserved in Arctic human and animal remains, including

pathogens that have been eradicated or are novel to modern times, could present serious worldwide

health security consequences. When viewed together with increased mobility and commercial

activity in the region, as well as the destabilization risks to local sanitation infrastructure, these

high-impact but low-probability health risks become more likely, and more risky. 

Novel Pathogen Exposure:
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emissions and threatening regional security

infrastructure.  Military installations and training

grounds, such as the Northern Warfare Training

Center at Fort Wainwright, AK, should be

particularly cautious of these fire risks in 

nearby peatlands.

These changes will bring direct threats to U.S.

security infrastructure and operations, most

notably in Alaska where key American military

installations and training areas are built on, or

next to, increasingly unstable permafrost (Figure

5). Alaska has been seen as a strategic “hinge” for

American security forces at the middle of growing

security tensions in the Pacific and Arctic seas.

Installations like Fort Wainwright, however, must

increasingly focus not only on threats from

foreign actors but also on the changing conditions

of its own local environment. The Department of

Defense has already requested upwards of $1

billion to cover retrofitting and repair of three

Alaskan bases over the last five years and is using

a nearby site to conduct important permafrost

research along with the Army Corps of Engineers

and Cold Regions Research and Engineering

Laboratory.
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                                                     Permafrost

degradation has implications that extend well

beyond the Arctic. Permafrost stores vast

amounts of carbon, nearly twice as much as in

the atmosphere. As warming continues,

thawing permafrost will become an increasing

source of greenhouse gases, further

exacerbating climate change.  Thawing

permafrost releases not only carbon dioxide

into the atmosphere, but also methane—a

potent greenhouse gas that has reached record

concentrations, well above those that would

allow the world to stay within the Paris

Agreement’s 1.5 °C warming target.

Additionally, in fire-susceptible areas in the

Arctic, the frequency and severity of wildfires

have increased in recent decades at alarming

rates. Wildfires exacerbate warming on a

global scale by burning carbon-rich biomass

and also furthering permafrost thaw by

burning the insulating layer above the frozen

ground.  Increased prevalence of holdover

“zombie” fires in carbon-dense peatlands,

which smolder throughout the winter only to

reignite later, are adding to global carbon 

Emissions and Wildfire Threats:
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Percentages reflect the

probability of near-surface

permafrost near Fairbanks,

Alaska from 2000 to 2009.

Figure 5: 
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Potential Sparks

As a warming Arctic becomes more navigable, and

commercial interests rush in to take advantage of

historically inaccessible routes and resources, the

security dilemma in the region intensifies

alongside the changing climate. With Russian-

NATO relations deteriorating, all sides of this

historic rivalry are becoming increasingly hostile

and mistrusting of the others’ activities in the

Arctic region. This creates a new landscape of

competing claims: with Russia and Canada

exerting dominance along the Northern Sea 

Route and Northwest Passage, respectively; China

investing rapidly in infrastructure build-out,

including on Norwegian-controlled Svalbard; 

and the United States refusing to ratify the UN

Convention on the Law of the Sea, limiting its

influence in resolving competing claims.
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A Danish helicopter takes

off from a US Coast Guard

vessel during joint Arctic

training exercises. From

the US Coast Guard News

Much of this growing competition among nation-

states is currently playing out in the new rush of

civilian and commercial activity in the polar

region. These activities are already risky in the

inhospitable Arctic environment, with the

likelihood of accidents increasing alongside

human presence, and could become more so as 

the military build-out in the region intensifies.

States have already shown their readiness to use

commercial and civilian interests as mediums for

strategic posturing, data collection, and legal claim

assertion in the Arctic, and these interests could

quickly become gray zone competition vehicles,

whereby military operations accompany non-

military assets and lead to their escalation in use. 

                                              Commercial activity in

the Arctic region has increased rapidly in recent

years, with mineral, gas, and oil exploration,

shipping routes, research activities, fishing and

tourism all migrating further north (Figure 6).

Shipping activities alone increased by 25%

between 2013-2019, and projections for the future

with decreasing sea ice show rapid increases 

over those numbers. 

Booming Shipping Activity:
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Shipping activity is increasing in the Arctic as shrinking sea ice makes way for more navigable

waterways. Colored ship tracks shown are from 2009 to 2016. 

Figure 6: 
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A transport plane prepares

for takeoff from Elmendorf

Air Force Base, Alaska.

From the US Air Force
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Russia, in particular, is promoting the

Northern Sea Route as an

increasingly viable lane for shipping

traffic between Asia and Europe, with

state-sponsored ice breakers and

incentives for cargo. The country

possesses over forty ice-breakers (in

comparison with the United States’

two), for the purpose of clearing

shipping lanes. The Arktika-class of

Russian icebreakers operating in the

region are nuclear-powered, adding

another layer of risks to accidents or

confrontation. Increasing activity in

the region will pose increasing

demand on security actors for secure

escorts, search-and-rescue, and ice-

breaking operations, and could lead

to a more rapid militarization of

multiple states' naval forces. 

                                                         A prominent driver of increased navigation across the Arctic is the

development of hydrocarbons across the Beaufort Sea, Norwegian and Chukchi Seas, and their

transportation. The region possesses an estimated 30% of the world’s undiscovered recoverable gas

reserves, and 13% of its undiscovered oil reserves.  The Russian economy is particularly dependent on the

continued development of these reserves, and the Kremlin has shown its willingness in recent years to use

nuclear-equipped submarines in the transport of these resources.  Increasingly, Asian companies and

Chinese state investors are developing oil and gas extraction infrastructure, and building out military

technologies to operate in the region.  Arctic resource extraction poses its own security risks, particularly

in the growing likelihood of accidents like spills or collisions between actors. Scenario-based modelling of

potential incidents by the Council on Strategic Risks, the Polar Institute, and Sandia National Laboratories

including collisions of Arctic gas and nuclear equipment, shows the high level of severity and limited

ability for security response of such accidents.

Increasing Oil and Gas Extraction:

                                             While most of the growing activity in the Arctic region has been civilian in

nature, militaries and state security actors have also been building out their operations and this trend is

likely to continue. Russia’s military has invested large sums to upgrade Soviet-era installations, expand

coastal defenses, buy new aircraft and naval equipment, train forces, and test weapons systems in the

Arctic.  The Russian government has also shown its willingness to act aggressively, including by

precipitating incidents with Alaskan fisherman, bomber patrols of the Alaskan coast, and planting its flag

on the seafloor of the North Pole.  These actions have led NATO to increasingly look north, building a

comprehensive Arctic strategy, while increasing training and patrol operations.  Any of the previously

discussed climate impacts or growing activity could provide a spark for these escalating military tensions,

and growing concerns of gray zone interaction around shipping routes, resource extraction, and

commercial activity point to a more complex picture of conflict in the region.

Growing Military Tensions:
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Currently, few institutions exist across the Arctic region to effectively manage the onset of new

security risks of commercial, civilian and military activity. The Arctic Council specifically forbids

the discussion of security matters in its proceedings; the Arctic Shipping Forum and Arctic

Frontiers Conference do not touch on military issues; and important forums like the Arctic

Security Forces Roundtable have excluded Russia following its 2014 occupation of Ukraine.  This

lack of dialogue among Arctic militaries has led Russian and European governments to call for the

creation of new Arctic dialogues among defense ministers.  Arctic nations have shown encouraging

signs at regulating Arctic commercial activities, however, with countries agreeing to a 16-year ban

on commercial fishing in the region in 2019 and some regulation on oil and gas transport through

the International Maritime Organization. 
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Navigating
Change

All together, these rapidly changing realities in the Arctic

represent a maelstrom of new conditions which security

actors in the region must quickly, and likely continuously,

adapt to. Many climate phenomena will have their own

direct, harmful impacts on security maintenance in the

region, particularly rapidly rising temperatures, increasing

wildfires, melting sea ice, and thawing permafrost. The

impacts of climate change will also introduce new

opportunities to the region that actors will seek to exploit,

including increasing access, navigability, and activity. 

To move forward and navigate these rapid changes,

decision-makers must first better integrate climate data and

future projections into their consideration of regional

geopolitics. No analysis of the region is sufficient without

specific and up-to-date incorporation of the many climate

phenomena discussed above. Furthermore, security actors

must actively consider the potential compound impacts of

these phenomena interacting with each other and other

security threats, with focus on the potential escalation of

tensions and novel risks. It's clear that even the near future

of Arctic security will look very different than the recent

past, so strategic planning must be appropriately adjusted

to cover the changing dynamics that lay ahead.

With military presence in the Arctic growing each passing

year, and overlapping claims on territories and resources

already acute, security actors must pay close attention to

the variables of change shifting the ice, ground, weather,

and mobility of the region. 
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